The loops may be colour coded to help differentiate between them. If the rope is colour coded,
the following sequence must be used:
o 18.25m red
o 16.00m orange
o 14.25m yellow
o 13.00m green
o 12.00m blue
o 11.25m violet (blue/white)
o 10.75m white
o 10.25m pink
o 9.75m
black
o 9.50m
red
The end loop on the rope need not be colour coded.
The shortening should be done by putting the loop directly over the pylon.
If not needed for a specific competition, ropes without shortening may be used
g) Dimensions shall be as follows:

h) Differing rope specifications
Organizers should supply a rope of a certain allowable specification and continue to use ropes
of that same specification for the entire event, both preliminaries and finals. This does not
prevent using ropes of different specifications for different events as long as a rope of the same
specification is used for the entire event.
i) Slalom ropes must use a shock tube that is a minimum of 60 cm and a max of 1.2m
j) A short segment of rope may be replaced by a substitute section for speed control rope tension
measurement that will be at least as strong as the rope it replaces and cause no observable
change in the rope performance. This section will typically be 0.5m. The remaining rope will be
adjusted so that all lengths and tolerances are met from 10.04 g with the substitute section
included.
k) Optionally, in the jump event, on an experimental basis, a "Spectra" line may be supplied. In
this case, a standard line must be available for use as well. The "Spectra" line specifications
shall meet at a minimum the following requirements:
Breaking load, minimum = 590 kg.
Elongation at 115kg tensile load: 3.2% maximum
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